
Rose MafY 6hannoun (1) 

A pioneering rural guide for 

Lebanese rural women 

Rose Mary Ghannoun is probably the first woman in 
Lebanon to occupy a position allowing her direct contact 
with rural women for the purpose of encouraging their 
participation in developing and realizing economic 
independence. 

An AUB graduate (1976) from the Department of 
Agriculture and Rural Guidance, she participates in a rural 
reconstruction project created in 1978 by the International 
Development Agency and sponsored by the "Help the 
Children Office". The function of the project is to give 
loans to small Lebanese farmers to help them restore their 
villages and initiate farming and industrial projects. 

Rose Mary holds frequent meetings with rural women; 
offers them capital in the form of loans, which they pledge 
to refund after a definite period; guides their choice of 
investment and encourages them to act independently, 
avoiding family pressure and social traditions. These women 
are still too shy to start independent projects or share in 
important enterprises. Most of them are satisfied with a 
cow as a form of investment and many keep worrying 
about what they would do if the cow should die. 

Rose Mary has effected wide contact with rural 
women in and outside Lebanon, discussed their needs and 
problems in international congresses, talked about mass 
media that would interest them and induce them to share 
more effectively in development. The problems of women 
all over the world are similar. The main ones are: 

1. Lack of participation of men in child rearing. 

2. Problems of marriage and divorce. 

3. Problems of social contact and women's freedom. 

4. sexim in home and school. 

5. Lack of appreciation of the rural woman's role. 

Besides multiple activities, Rose Mary was able to train 
five rural pioneers from South Lebanon and the Beqaa, the 
districts in which she is working, for the task of creating 
awareness among women regarding the importance of 
tneir role in farming. Though the family economy rests on 
their shoulders, these women are unaware of the value of 
their role and work. They are the victims of isolation from 
neighboring villages, and excluded from decisions 
concerning their own lives and those of their children. 

(1) An-Nahar ai-Arabi wad-Duali, 31 March - 6 April 1980. 

What is wrong with 
our family traditions? 

The following paragraphs, which reveal certain aspects 
of family life in the Arab World, have been quoted from 
books dealing with social problems in this part of the 
world. 

"Our Common Family Diseases"e ) 

"The traditions imposed on the socialization of 
children in our country serve to corrupt their personality 
and contribute to the creation of an anti-nationalist 
generation. 

"The child, especially the male child, is brought up 
with the idea that he is the idol of the family. Everybody is 
supposed to work for him, to save for him and to tolerate 
his whims. Instaed of creating his own assets, he relies on 
those of his father and ancestry. Instead of utilizing his 
personal efforts, he resorts to the intercession of saints and 
to the mediation of relatives and friends. As soon as he is 
aware of his environment, he keeps hearing the same 
melody : "May we attend your wedding! " "May we share 
the joys of your wedding-day! ", "May you soon become a 
bride-groom!" Such expressions, inherited from tribal 
days, when the main occupation of the tribe centered 
around increasing the number of its male fighters, restrict 
the boy's horizon to a minimum, making him believe that 
he is the center of the world, and that marriage and 
procreation are h is only raison d'iltre. He thus becomes 
blindy attached to the family that idolizes him, and 
enslaved to its traditions. He considers the members of 
other families as his natural rivals. Instead of cooperating 
with them , he tries to work against them and to encroach on 
thei r rights. 

"These prevailing traditional practices are directly 
opposed to the concept of nationalism which should unify 
the people of the same country, teach them to transcend 
the limits of family and tribe, and act according to universal 
values and humanitarian principles." 

"Profiles of Social Characteristics"e) 

"Among the Bedouin, an individual has little or no 
identity in his own right. Membership in a household, a 
cian, and a tribe serve to place him in a meaningful social 
context. He perceives himself and is perceived by others in 
these categories." 

(1) From "Suilr min al Hayat" (Images from Life) by Dr. Shaheen 
Saleeby, Dar ul-Kitab el-Lubnani, Beirut, 1979, pp. 184-185. 

(2) From "Saudi Arabian Bedouin" by Saad E. Ibrahim and Donald 
P. Cole, Cairo Papers in Social Science, vol. 1, monograph 5, 
p. 11, The American University in Cairo, 1978. 
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